Good morning, my name is Phillip Musegaas, the Vice President of Potomac
Riverkeeper Network.
Our mission is to protect and restore the 14,000 square mile Potomac River
Watershed, which supplies clean drinking water to six million people. The
watershed includes the headwaters of the Shenandoah River which are
threatened by this pipeline project, and which the Board has a statutory duty to
protect.
On behalf of thousands of our members, I urge the Board to deny the Clean
Water Act certification for this pipeline. The reasons for denial are abundantly
clear and should be obvious to the Board members, but they bear repeating.
- The Board does not have sufficient information before it to rationally
conclude that this project will comply with Virginia’s water quality
standards.
o Coverage under the Army Corps of Engineers’ general permit, in
which DEQ has placed its trust and ceded its authority, has not been
granted, and will not be until 2018. It’s hypocritical and outrageous
for DEQ to push the Board to approve the certification without this
permit, considering how heavily DEQ is relying on the Corps permit to
protect state waters.
o Dominion’s project specific erosion and sediment control plans have
not been approved by DEQ, yet the potential of pipeline construction
to cause erosion and sediment pollution of our rivers and drinking
water is enormous. Approving the 401 certification without having
considered these impacts would be a sham, and would make a
mockery of the Board and this entire process.
The Board’s legal authority to deny this certification is also very clear, but the
reason the Board was given this authority seems to have been forgotten. Virginia
lawmakers created the State Water Control Board to act as independent citizen
reviewers of DEQ’s actions, in response to concerns that DEQ was getting too
close to the industries it is supposed to oversee. The Water Control Law spells out
the Board’s responsibility;

“Existing water rights are to be protected and preserved subject to the principle
that all of the state waters belong to the public for use by the people for
beneficial purposes without waste.”
Remember that language: “belong to the public” not Dominion and not DEQ.
The Board is expected to make an independent decision after equally considering
input from the public, DEQ and of course the factual record and the law. There is
nothing in the law that mandates Board’s unquestioning deference to DEQ’s
recommendations – it’s just the opposite.
I ask all of you to think carefully about your decision – look at the facts and law,
and listen to your constituency. You serve the public, not Director Paylor and not
DEQ. They may feel free to choose politics over science, and expediency over
deliberation, no matter the cost to Virginia’s natural resources and communities.
We the public expect better of you, as our direct representatives in this process.
Do not make the mistake of thinking your hands are tied, and DEQ’s pressure to
approve this project cannot be resisted. Do not bend the knee to Director Paylor
and Governor McAuliffe – stand up for the public and deny the 401 certification,
as the law and your service demand.
Thank you.

